
Press Release
NEW: In Namibia TopMeteo introduced the Service FlySat-
Message

Locktow/Brandenburg, Germany, November 2011. TopMeteo.eu introduces its new 
service FlySat-Message in Namibia. This service offers for the first time ever in flight 
update of meteorological information delivered by text messages to a cell phone. In 
addition all the well known weather forecast services are now offered for southern Africa 
including Namibia, Botswana and South Africa.

Even at the high altitude of the soaring flights in Namibia text messages can even be received. 
Having intensively tested it last year TopMeteo.eu officially launches this October the new FlySat-
Message service translating the latest satellite image of Namibia into a text message. Once an 
hour this text message is sent by the TopMeteo.eu server to the cell phone selected by the user. 
Thus, for the first time ever a periodical update on the meteorological condition will be available in 
flight and therefore significantly increasing the flight safety in this region. Especially the flight 
conditions in direction to the home base and the development of thunderstorms will clearly be 
indicated.

In order to be able to visualize the information of the satellite image the region has been split into 
sectors of 1°x1° (approx. 100km x 100km). Using this approach a text message can be generated 
offering an intuitive usability. The soaring centres of Bitterwasser, Pokweni and Kiripotib are in the 
centre of the image displayed on the cell phone. For each sector the information on cloud 
coverage (cu and total), the type of clouds and the density of Cirrus clouds is hourly updated and 
transferred into a text.

Last southern summer Guy Bechtold did some in flight testing for TopMeteo.eu. His resume:
During the flight the FlySat-Message is simple to interpret after having some first exercise. 
However, it increases safety substantially. 400 km out of Bitterwasser the weather for the flight to 
the home base can already be estimated. Just this information enabled me to find the right 
decision on how to finish the flight in using save and still optimized path. 

FlySat-Message can be ordered daily and will be sent as an hourly meteorological update by a text 
message between 11:00 and 18:00 local. It has to be noted that additional cost due to the roaming 
can be generated. A cell phone correctly displaying line feeds of text messages is needed.

A 14 day valid bundle of FlySat-Message plus unlimited access to all weather forecast charts is as 
well available for just 69,90 €

Both services can be ordered on line on the site http://africa.topmeteo.eu
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http://africa.topmeteo.eu/


About Us:
For over ten years TopMeteo is providing aviation weather forecasts.

Our main goal is to provide aviation weather charts which are easily accessible and 
instructive for all pilots.

The core of TopMeteo comprises a team of mathematicians and meteorologists who are also 
pilots. Their long-standing experience with weather models, software development and statistics 
are the foundation for the innovative aviation forecast solutions provided by us.

At TopMeteo we are operating our own weather simulation model which is embedded into the 
currently most precise global weather model - the American Global Forecast System (GFS). This 
combination allows full access and optimization of all relevant processes which leads to an 
outstanding forecast performance. Innovative parameters like the “Potential VFR- Hours” 
concentrate the knowledge, which the developers get from their own long-time flying activities as 
balloonists, glider- and motor pilots.

The picture shows the region covered by FlySat-Message and its sectors and the translation of the 
clouds into the text message code
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The picture shows the text message of FlySat-Message. The character „B“ represents Bitterwasser

The above shown picture displays the schematic from the satellite image via the TopMeteo.eu 

server to the cell phone receiving the FlySat-Message in flight.

Lines: 61, Characters (including space): 4177. One example of magazine requested

Contact:  
Dipl. Meteorologe Jon Meis
Tel:      +49 (0)721 - 66 35 864
Fax: +49 (0)33843 - 41927
eMail: info@topmeteo.eu
www.topmeteo.eu
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